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- Paranormally extended States of human Consciousness: Reality is regarded as a
superposition of gross and subtle effects. People may think as follows:

"I am the subtle body", because the existence of the subtle  field-body is known.
Nevertheless, people are embedded in the processes of life, death and
reincarnation.

The five senses work electromagnetically at the level of the gross body in the
visible Universe UI, but they also consciously work to some extent at the
non-electromagnetical level of subtle matter which originates from the
parallel Universe UII. But this origin is unknown. Nevertheless, a wide
range of states of consciousness may evolve. Some people start to feel
and see the human’s field-body as "aura", for example. Others may
develop telepathic visions, or other paranormal abilities.

Mainstream science has no explanation for the psychic abilities known from
Giordano Bruno, Emanuel Swedenborg, Jakob Böhme, Joseph of Cupertino,
Daniel Dunglas Home, or Edgar Cayce, for example. Such abilities are not
associated to autonomous states of consciousness. Altered states of
consciousness are considered mainly as accidential and pathological (see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altered_states_of_conmsciousness).

- Higher States of human Consciousness: Reality is regarded as a superposition of
gross and subtle effects. People may think as follows:

"I am the infinitely expanded Hyperspace U0". People are no longer embedded in
the processes of life, death and reincarnation. The five senses start to recognize
various superimposed Universes and life is lived in harmony with subtle natural
law. Science starts to gain reliable knowledge not only by objective but also by
subjective means in cooperation with negentropic subtle fields of the parallel Uni-
verse UII and especially with the negentropy of the Hyperspace U0. This allows,
that altered and higher states of consciousness (such as "cosmic consciouness",
the direct conscious excperience of and interaction with the 100 % negentropic
Hyperspace U0) can be systematically studied and taught at schools and universities,
and are applied in daily life (see http://www.globalcountry.org/wp/personal-
elightenment). It is a sign of hope that psychologists start to realize the existence
of altered and higher states of consciousness, see S. Grof, The Advanture of Self-
Discovery,  1987.

4.9.2 Ontogeny and Subtle Matter, i.e. Veda

Fig. 146a shows the ontogeny of a fertilized germ cell in radial cleavage. Under the
hypothesis of macroscopic quantum mechanics ("macro QM") the sequence of
blastomers, i.e. developing cell associates after the first proliferation, follows in
external (i.e. morphic) and internal (i.e. microbiological) structure and function
exactly a special sequence of quantized atomic orbitals of the hydrogen atom in
"micro QM", cf. Table 33, and see Fig. 146. As outlined in Table 33a, the ontogeny
of such a cell is guided by subtle processes of macro QM. In macro QM spontaneous
changes of the cell’s subtle field-body towards lower energetic UII-states occur in
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Fig. 146: a) The first four stages of radial cleavage in ontogeny of a fertilized
germ cell in comparison to orbitals of the hydrogen atom. b) As indicated all
cellular states of cleavage up to the spherical blastula can be described in "macro
QM" by a sequence of sets of quantum numbers {n, l, m} as they are known from
the Schrödinger equation of the hydrogen atom in "micro QM". To achieve this,
further research must show how the natural constants which determine the Bohr
radius of the hydrogen atom, a

0
 = 4⋅π⋅e

0
⋅h2/(4⋅π2⋅m

e
⋅e2) = 0.53⋅10-10 m, have to be

modified, so that a
c
 equals in macro QM the typical radius a

c
 ≈ 8⋅10-5 m = 0.08

mm of a fertilized human germ cell, see Table 33. The quantum numbers of the
cell blastomers follow from the number of proliferations p, according to the
relations: n = (3(1 + i)⋅2(p - 0.5⋅(1 + 3⋅i)))0.5, l = n - 1, m = (2(p - 0.5⋅(1 - i)))0.5, where i = (-1)p. After
reaching the spherical cellular blastula (in shape similar as the 32-blastomer, but
with p = 7, comprising 128 cells, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Embryo-
genesis), a non-linear mathematical terms starts to act in the macroscopic
Schrödinger equation, see Table 33, and the complex ontogeny of the infolded
and differentiated membranes, i.e. germ layers, of the embryo starts to unfold,
see Fig. 148.

a)

b)

1s-Orbital 2p-Orbital

3d-Orbital 4f-Orbital

p = 0 p = 1

p = 2 p = 3

p = 5; 25 = 32-blastomer
in human ontogeny

p 2p-blastomer n l = n-1 m
0 1 1 0 0
1 2 2 1 1
2 4 3 2 2
3 8 4 3 2
4 16 6 5 4
etc. etc. etc. etc. etc.

Quantum numbers n, l, and m in "macro QM"
for the sequential states of cleavage of a
fertilized germ cell up to the blastula are
identical to those of the H-atom of "micro
QM" as known from the Schröginder equation:
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the direction of E
cn

 → ∞ (i.e. to the minimum of E
cn

 with u > c, see Fig. 147, and Fig.
115b), implying the formation of an increasing external morphic structure which
acts as a guiding subtle pilot-wave of the embryo’s gross external morphic and
internal microbiological development up to the state of an adult human being. This
is opposite to the deactivation processes in micro QM, for example in the hydro-
gen atom, where E

n
 → 0, holds, i.e. reaching the minimum of E

n
 (see Tables 33, and

33a, as well as Fig. 115b). Also for other cleavage patterns than radial proliferation,
similar effects of macro QM can be expected.

Veda, human Physiology and human Embryognesis: In section 3.14 we have already
described that Nader (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tony_Nader) has detected
a one to one identity of structure and function between human physiology and the
Veda, i.e. the subtle human field-body, see Fig. 60, 61 and 62a. This implies that
every quantum of subtle matter, see Table 4, as well as associations of such quanta
represent and comprise holistically the non-linear dynamics of the Veda, i.e. of
subtlety.

As sketched schematically in Fig. 148, the process of gross embryogenesis in radial
cleavage occurs in two steps: First, from the fertilized cell emerges the spherical
state of the blastula. Second, from the processes of folding back within the blastula
the three germ layers of ectoderm, endoderm, and mesoderm are emerging. These
steps follow excactly similar processes of the subtle field-body, i.e. within the
dynamics of the Veda (cf. Fig. 62a) which comprise the field-body.

"Ebner Effect": Cereal seeds or fish eggs exposed in laboratory experiments at Ciba,
Switzerland (now Novartis), to high voltage electrostatic fields of 8,000 to 10,000
V without current, grew out to primeval organisms (see http://rexresearch.com/
ebner/ebner.htm), defining the "Ciba experiment" or "Ebner Effect". Ferny spore
dust thus yielded a fern that no botanist was able to identify. Primeval corn was
obtained with up to twelve ears per stalk. Treated wheat was ready to be harvested
in just four to six weeks instead of the usual seven months. A kind of giant trout
developed, extinct in Europe for 130 years, with so-called salmon hooks. It was as
if these orgasnisms acceeded their own genetic memories on command in the electric
field.

A review about the research was given by Luc Bürgin in his book "The Primeval
Code" (2010). The effect could be reproduced at universities in Germany and
Switzerland. This approach not only boosted growth and yield, but also, quite
unexpectedly, allowed primeval organisms, which had long since been thought
extinct, to flourish. Seeds trated in this way are now being grown experimentally
on testing fields around the World, rising the question whether this could be the
agriculture of the future. The treating method even allows to convert genetically
manipulated seeds back to their original genetic nature.

Modern science cannot explain the "Ebner Effect". In NEW PHYSICS we have detected
that electromagnetic effects, also electrostatic fields, are always accompanied by
so far unkown non-electromagnetic fields which exhibit biological activity, see
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Fig. 147: a) In the case of micro QM the direction of deactivation of excited
energetic eigenstates of an "electron" is dominated by the compact gross 4-di-
mensional particle-component of the 8-dimensional entity of an electron, and
runs in the hydrogen atom in spacetime of our visible Universe UI from more
excited energetic UII-field-orbitals with a more complex structure, to less complex
structures with lower energy. The energetic ground state has the highest (i.e.
spheric) symmetry, see Table 33. b) In macro QM, applied to a germ cell’s ontogeny
(see Fig. 146a,b and section 4.9.2), the fertilized cell is also an 8-dimensional
UII/UI-entity, like an electron. It comprises the 4-dimensional gross cell-body in
UI as well as an associated 4-dimensional UII-field-body with spherical symmetry,
given by the cellular structure as an initial condition. But in this case, the gross
UI-cell-body is no longer a compact entity like an electron, rather it is open for
internal biochemical modification, guided by proceeding deactivation processes
of its subtle UII-field-body which becomes now the dominant factor as a pilot-
wave. As sketched above the subtle UII-field-body proceeds spontaneously in the
physical process of energetic UII-deactivation in the direction of E

cn
 → ∞ (see

Table 33, and Fig. 115b), i.e. from a most simple spheric orbital-shape (such as a
spheric 1s orbital as an initial state, see Table 33, and Fig. 146a,b) towards a
sequence of more and more complex UII-orbital structures. Thus, the gross cell-
body is morphologically following in spontaneous steps of proliferations and
differentiation, i.e. passing through cleavage states with p = 0, 1, 2, 3... shown in
Fig. 146a,b, up to the blastula and beyond, and finally to the structure of the
adult body. Thus, the ontogeny of an embryo’s development results from the
spontaneously running physical processes of subtle energetic UII-de-excitation,
leading spontaneously to a generation of more and more complex gross UI-cellular
structures which quantum mechanically occur at the UII-level of macro QM.

Similar processes of differentiation of subtle field-bodies occur in all living beings.
But they also can take place in the generation of homeopathics in microscopic
QM, see sections 4.9.1, and 4.12.1, or in cosmic QM, see, for example, the "highly
quantized" subtle state of the global Hartmann-grid in Fig. 42.

b)

to
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atomic coordinate r

direction of
deactivation
in area UII in
macro QM, cf.
Fig. 115b

area of UIIac

a)

to
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atomic coordinate r

direction of
deactivation
in area UI in
micro QM, cf.
Fig. 115b
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Ectoderm,
germ layer No. 1.

Sama Veda

(Rishi)

Endoderm,
germ layer No. 2.

Jayur Veda

(Devata)

Mesoderm,
germlayer No. 3.

Atharva Veda

(Chandas)

Brain...
Consciousness

(Rishi)

Intestine, Organs...
Metabolism

(Devata)

Bones, Muscles...
Structure

(Chandas)

Fig. 148: In embryogenesis, the fertilized germ cell develops in cleavage in a first
step by seven steps of proliferation to a spherical cell association, i.e. the blastula

(p = 7, with 128 cells, see Fig. 150b), depicted symbolically in the above scheme
by the 32-blastomer of Fig. 146b (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Embryo-
genesis and G. Czihak, et al., Biologie, Chapter: Furchungstypen und Zellteilungs-
muster, 1976, and H. Wurmbach, et al., Lehrbuch der Zoiologie, Band 1, Allge-
meine Zoologie, Chapter: Vergleichende Embriologie, Die Phasen der Ontogene-
se, 1980). In a second stept, in gastrulation, the blastula is reorganised via an
intermediate stage into a three-layer embryo. The resulting germ layers are
referred to as the ectoderm, endoderm and mesoderm. Gastrulation also gives
the embryo its specific head-to-tail, and front-to-back orientation. From the
ectoderm the brain and the nervous sytem as well as other tissues evolve. From
the endoderm the intestine and organs emerge. From mesoderm originate, for
example, the bones, fibres, muscles, the heart and blood. - As outlined above,
the external morphic and internal microbiological develpoment of a fertilized gross
germ cell strictly follows the morphic, structural and functional processes of the
cell’s subtle field-body, starting from the first subtle quantum which binds to the
fertilized germ cell up to the structrue of the adult’s field-body and gross body.
The identity of the subtle field-body’s ontogenetic evolution from the blastula to
the three germ layers, and the progressive evolution of the Veda from its basis,
the Rig Veda, to its three further expressions, as described by Nader (cf. "Human
Physiology: Expression of Veda and Vedic Literature", 1994), can be seen from
the above sketch. Automatically the subjective aspects of an individual (Rishi),
with intelligent psychic and metabolic information transfer (Devata), and a subtle
and gross stable individual structure (Chandas) result, as described by Nader.

Germ cell to Blastula
  Rig Veda

germ cell

blastula

... ... ...
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sections 4.8.2, and 4.9.1. In addition we have seen that in sprouting seeds increased
subtle field intensities are built up, see Fig. 56. Thus, in sprouting seeds in high
voltage electrostatic fields, non-electromagnetic subtle field-field interactions in
the ontogenetic process of proliferation occur (see Fig. 145), which can start to act
back onto the expression of the genetic code of a living system, see Fig. 74 and 75.
In principle, such a subtle field-field interaction within an electrostatic field also
occures in the E-Cat process of Rossi, see section 4.7.7.

Questions to "macro QM": We have seen that the field-bodies of living beings and
the microscopic quantum mechanical orbitals of atoms and molecules originate
both from field-quanta of subtle matter. Thus, in a similar way as atomic orbitals
yield molecular orbitals, individual field-bodies of living beings generate collective
group-fields in social systems. The quantum mechanical description of the hydro-
gen atom, for example, started in "micro QM" from the use of the de Broglie relation
of the grloss electron, i.e. λ

subtle
 = h/(m⋅v)

gross
 orbiting around the gross proton (see

Table 35a,b). In "macro QM", instead of the proton one has to deal with the gross
body of a living system, and the Coulomb law has to be sutituted by a so far unknow
physical expression for the form-specific binding of subtle field-quanta to the phase
boundaries of gross matter. This impliers, that a sequence of open physical question
arise in the quantitave description of "macro QM-systems" including the question
about a possible macroscopic quantum of action h

macroQM
 instead of Planck’s quantum

of action h which is working well at the microscopical QM-level, see Table 35c.

4.9.3 Genetically modified Food and Crop, and human Nourishment

Genetically modified crops and crop food have genes (i.e. special sections of DNA )
added or removed by DNA transfer using genetic engineering techniques, including
gene guns, electroporation, microinjection or agrobacterium, and recently more
methods of genetic engineering termed CRISPR and TALEN, have been applied (see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genetically_modified_crops, and ..._food).

DNA transfers naturally between organisms and across species. "Classical plant
breeding", for example, has been practiced worldwide for thousands of years, since
near the beginning of human civilization (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Plant_breeding). And modern plant tissue culture has enabled humans to alter the
makeup of plant genoms to achieve, for example, improved quality and yield.

From a point of view of present-day science, "modern plant breeding", i.e. genetic
engineering, seems to be more or less identical to "classical plant breeding", with
regard to the achieved results, only its scientific basis is broader, covering molecular
biology, cytology, chemistry, etc., and it is based on its own developed technology.

But from a point of view research in sublte matter, i.e. of NEW PHYSICS, there is a
major difference between the two approaches. This results from the structure of a
plant’s seed. In modern science a seed of a plant is a mere 4-dimensional assembly
of gross microbiological molecules, such as DNA, RNA, proteins, fats, sugars,




